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As the oil offloading operations of floating production storage and offloading (FPSO)
units become more routine, the desire grows to increase the availability for offloading
and thus decrease production downtime. Experience with these operations is the main
tool available to increase the efficiency of this aspect of deepwater production. However,
it is clear that a formal optimization approach can help to fine tune design parameters so
that not only is availability increased but the significance of each design parameter can
be better understood. The key issue is to define the environmental conditions under which
the vessels involved in offloading are able to maintain position. By this, we reduce the
notion of availability to a set of operating criteria, which can or cannot be met for a
particular set of environmental conditions. The actual operating criteria such as relative
vessel heading depend on selection of design parameters, such as the direction and
magnitude of external force applied by thrusters or tugs. In the earliest offloading op-
erations, engineering judgment was used to determine the feasibility of offloading at a
particular time. For example, if wind and current were not expected to exceed a 1 year
return period, offloading may be considered safe. This approach can be both conservative
and unconservative, depending on the nuances of the particular environmental condi-
tions. This study will propose a formal approach to choosing the design parameters that
optimize the availability of a FPSO for offloading. A simple analysis model will be
employed so that optimization can be performed quickly using a robust second order
method. The proposed analysis model will be compared to model test data to demonstrate
its agreement with the more complex system. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2783886�
Introduction
In Fig. 1, we show the offloading of stored oil from a floating

roduction storage and offloading �FPSO� unit to a shuttle tanker.1

n early account of the design and field implementation of this
rocedure is given by Henriques �1�. According to that paper, the
ost important issue was to define the environmental conditions

nder which the vessels involved in offloading were able to main-
ain position. The set of such environmental conditions defines the
vailability, which is the fraction of time when an offloading pro-
edure is viable. The FPSO in that account was offloaded on av-
rage every 10.5 days. The complete cycle of mobilizing the
anker, loading, demobilizing, and unloading lasted 8 days on av-
rage. With a single shuttle tanker to service it, the FPSO would
ssentially require offloading 75% of the time. Even in a very
alm environment, it would be unusual to expect availability to be
t that level. The efficiency is easily increased by using a fleet of
huttle tankers, but at some point downtime becomes inevitable
ecause of weather conditions. This and other studies �2,3� dem-
nstrate the need for optimizing offloading operations.

Offloading configurations may vary depending on the type and
umber of vessels involved �2�. Typical configurations consist of
ither the following:

• floating storage and offloading �FSO�, Catenary anchor leg
mooring �CALM� buoy, and tanker

• FPSO and tanker
• FSO, CALM buoy, tanker, and tug�s�
• FPSO, tanker, and tug�s�

ere, we concentrate on the final configuration, where the FPSO
s spread moored, possibly with a compliant mooring system

1Internet photo from http://www.offshore-technology.com/projects/
exaco/texaco7.html.
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�shown schematically in Fig. 2�. This sort of compliant mooring,
called a differentiated compliant anchoring system �DICAS�, is a
hybrid of the regular spread-moored system and the turret moored
system. The advantages are improved stability from the spread
mooring, with the capability for limited weather vaning, as the
FPSO is partially allowed to align with the direction of the pre-
vailing environmental loads.

During offloading, the vessels are connected to each other by a
polyester cable called a hawser. This limits relative movement of
the vessels sufficiently so that a flexible pipe can be used to trans-
fer the oil. Once they are connected, the vessels become a system
whose equilibrium positions depend on one another and the mag-
nitude and direction of environmental forces from wind, waves,
and current. Design of an offloading procedure requires determi-
nation of a system that is safe as well as stable �that is, does not
experience large motions�. Safety requires sufficient clearance be-
tween the vessels and other necessary elements such as mooring
lines and risers. Safety also requires structural integrity of the
hawser line and the connections of the hawser to the vessel bulk-
heads. Morandini et al. �3� list the design variables that are perti-
nent to the offloading procedure as follows:

• relative vessel headings, to minimize the effects of yaw in-
stability should fishtailing occur

• hawser tension, to avoid failure of the connections
• hawser azimuth, or direction to avoid collision during peri-

ods of transient weather and as the relative draft of the ves-
sels increase and decrease

• distance between the vessels, to avoid collision

We add the tug or thruster force as a design variable. The net
magnitude and direction of the stabilizing forces affect the other
design variables and ultimately determine if maintaining equilib-
rium of the system is feasible with the use of tugs.

The issue of stability is addressed in advance, since uncon-
trolled motions would obviously preclude a safe offloading opera-
tion. Several studies �4,5� address this for turret moored or com-

pliant moored systems. In general, instability is not considered to
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e an issue for a conventional mooring system, since it can be
esigned to limit all in-plane motions of the FPSO including yaw
o that large displacements are not possible. It has been shown �5�
hat for compliant moored �DICAS� systems, the shuttle tanker
nd tugs have a stabilizing effect on the overall system. Further-
ore, use of proper physical limitations on the motions �such as

imiting the absolute FPSO yaw� reduces the number of possible
nstable equilibrium positions of the system. In this paper, we
ssume that the designated system is stable provided the motions
ave a reasonable level of constraint.

Proper analysis of the offloading procedure requires nonlinear
ynamic analysis to determine mean equilibrium positions of the
essels and thus quantify the design variables. The most signifi-
ant simplification taken here is the use of static, linear analysis to
pproximate the mean behavior of the system. This is necessary
nce optimization of the process is undertaken, due to the need for
epeated analysis of the system as the optimization procedure con-
erges to a solution. Use of expensive codes in optimization for
black box” analysis if warranted may be achieved with limited
uccess �see, for example, Booker et al. �6��. Here, this would
ntail a nonlinear time history analysis including the effects of
ody interaction on the wave forces, full coupling of dynamic
egrees of freedom, and nonlinear mooring and hawser line stiff-
ess. However, the other limiting factors described in the paper by
ooker et al., such as lack of derivatives or lack of a solution at

nfeasible points, do not exist in this case. Instead, a “simplified
hysics model” is used. In this approach, the system is described
y simplified laws that are based on the actual physics of the

Fig. 1 Offloading of a FPSO by shuttle tanker and tugs
Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the offloading procedure

21603-2 / Vol. 131, MAY 2009
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problem, but are known to be inexact, or unsuitable outside of a
particular range of variables. Thus, the linear, static analysis is
adopted with the following limitations:

• The values of the variables predicted are consistent with the
mean equilibrium positions of the vessels and should be
adjusted to consider higher, but short duration episodic val-
ues. In particular, the design of the hawser should be ampli-
fied by an impact factor of at least 1.5 �1�.

• Equivalent linear mooring line stiffness should be calculated
for the expected mean position of the FPSO �see, for ex-
ample, Ref. �7��. The absolute motions of the FPSO should
be limited to reflect the applicable range of motion for this
approximation.

• The hawser should have sufficient pretension so that it be-
haves as a linear spring.

• Motions out of the horizontal plane �heave, pitch, and roll�
are negligible.

• The coupling of horizontal �in-plane� degrees of freedom is
negligible, with the exception of the linearized mooring
stiffness, which may be fully coupled.

• Sheltering or screening effects from multiple bodies on the
wind, wave, and current forces are neglected.

The use of linear mooring and hawser stiffness is a common
simplification even when more sophisticated analysis is used �e.g.,
see Refs. �8,9��. This simplification, in particular, is necessary
whenever frequency domain methods are used. Here, the require-
ment for linear analysis is for speed of evaluating the equilibrium
equations. Neglecting heave, pitch, and roll is acceptable for the
configuration considered because of the stiffness of the mooring
system, while neglecting the coupling of the in-plane degrees of
freedom is commonly done �e.g., see Ref. �4��. The neglect of
sheltering effects is largely a practical matter. The sheltering effect
from wind and current requires detailed information and further-
more depends on the relative positions of the vessels. This level of
detail is not generally available and so is not used. Use of a
blanket reduction may be warranted �e.g., see Ref. �4��, but most
often the effect is neglected �as in Refs. �2,3,5��. The analogous
effect on wave forces is more commonly included through use of
wave diffraction analysis but is sometimes neglected �e.g., see
Ref. �8��.

Environmental loads are approximated by various conventional
means. Details of the calculation of wind, current, swell, and local
wave forces are given in Appendix A. The wind and current forces
are based on the empirical data provided by the Oil Companies
International Marine Forum �OCIMF� �10� for very large crude
carriers �VLCCs� and are parametrized by their velocity. Current
forces on risers are neglected for simplicity. Wave forces2 are
evaluated using an assumed distribution and parametrized by their
significant wave height Hs and peak period Tp. The Gaussian
spectrum is assumed for swells and is parametrized by a coeffi-
cient of variation �. The Joint North Sea Wave Analysis Project
�JONSWAP� spectrum is assumed for local waves and is param-
etrized by a coefficient of variation � and a peak enhancement
factor �. Return periods are not strictly indicated but some guide-
lines are reviewed here. The use of a 10 year return period �as in
Ref. �2�� is probably excessive, since offloading would not be
feasible under these conditions. A 1 year return period is com-
monly accepted for design of offloading procedures �e.g., see
Refs. �1,11��. Ideally, when annual site specific data are available,
it can be used so that return periods need not be guessed. Addi-
tionally, a more clear picture of the duration of severe environ-
mental conditions is gathered from the use of such data. All envi-
ronmental loads depend on the loading condition of the FPSO and
tanker. As this can vary between ballast and fully loaded condi-

2
Swells and local waves are considered independently.
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ions, rational combinations of these should be considered �e.g.,
ee Ref. �2�� for each set of environmental loads.

Optimal Offloading Availability Problem
The vessel configuration for bow-to-bow tandem offloading is

hown in plan in Fig. 3: Compass north is the base line for global
essel headings. In the previous section, design variables for the
ptimal offloading problem were described. These consisted of
essel position information and tug and hawser force information.
gain, all motion is restricted to the horizontal plane so that surge,

way, and yaw describe the full state of each vessel. A further
implification is made by assuming the relative drift between the
PSO and tanker is negligible to eliminate two of these variables.
n practice, the hawser is considered inextensible and functions as
rigid link between the vessels. Similarly, the tug lines are con-

idered inextensible, although tug motions are of no interest other
han to define the direction of the net tug force. Accounting for all
f the variables, we have the following:

1. x-direction drift �x
2. y-direction drift �y
3. FPSO heading �F
4. tanker heading �T
5. tug force Ft
6. tug angle �t
7. hawser force Fh, and
8. hawser angle �h

he subscripts refer to each component of the system such as F
or FPSO, T for tanker, t for tug, etc. The drifts �x and �y refer to
he total system drift, and are therefore not subscripted.

Six of the variables define the state of the system. Six equations
f equilibrium, arrived at by summing forces and moments at the
enter of gravity of each vessel, are necessary and sufficient to
etermine the state variables. The remaining variables, the hawser
nd tug forces, are free variables, which may be chosen to opti-
ize a certain objective. Here, we choose to minimize the mag-

itude of the tug force. This is consistent with the objective of
ncreasing availability. When the tug force required to maintain
quilibrium is below a certain threshold level �defined by eco-
omic or practical limitations�, the offloading procedure is viable.

For convenience, a change of variables is made so that the
PSO yaw ��F is used as a primary variable in place of the
eading �F. By doing this, the surge, sway, and yaw of the FPSO
ecome primary variables, which are directly related to the moor-
ng reactions. The FPSO heading is then taken as the mean head-

Fig. 3 Plan view of FPSO and tan
ng plus the yaw ��F=�F0
+��F�. Another change is made by

ournal of Offshore Mechanics and Arctic Engineering
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using components of the tug force �Fxt and Fyt� and hawser force
�Fxh and Fyh� instead of their magnitude and direction. This is
done to decrease the nonlinearity of the equilibrium equations.
Incorporating operational limitations discussed earlier, the off-
loading optimization problem is then formally stated as

min
x

Ft�x� �1�

subject to

c�x� = 0

��x� � rmax

���F� � �Fmax

��T�x�� � �Tmax

Fxt � 0

Fxh � 0

Fhmin
� Fh�x� � Fhmax

��t�x� − 180� � �tmax

��hT�x�� � �hmax

��hF�x�� � �hmax

where x= ��x �y ��F �T Fxt Fyt Fxh Fyh�T, Ft�x�=�Fxt
2 +Fyt

2 is
the objective function, c�x� are the equilibrium constraints, ��x�
=��x2+�y2, Fh�x�=�Fxh

2 +Fyh
2 , �T�x�=�T−�F�x�−180, �t�x�

=tan−1�Fyt /Fxt�, �hT�x�=tan−1�Fyh /Fxh� �with respect to the
tanker�, �hF�x�=�T−180−�F�x�+�hT�x� �with respect to the
FPSO�, rmax is a bound on FPSO drift �the watch circle radius�,
�Fmax

�90 is a bound on FPSO yaw, �Tmax
�90 is a bound on

tanker and FPSO relative yaw, Fhmin
is the hawser pretension

force, Fhmin
is an upper bound on the hawser force, �tmax

�90 is a
bound on the tug angle, and �hmax

�90 is a bound on the hawser
angle.

The equilibrium constraints will be described in detail in Sec.
2.2.1. Limits are imposed on the FPSO drift and yaw as opera-
tional restrictions as well as limiting the range of motion appli-
cable to the linearized stiffness approximation. Operational limits

in bow-to-bow tandem offloading
are imposed on the relative heading between the tanker and FPSO,

MAY 2009, Vol. 131 / 021603-3
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nd angle of the hawser and tug lines. Lower and upper bound
imits are imposed on the hawser force. The x components of the
ug and hawser forces are limited for two reasons. Each must be
ounded away from zero to prevent division by zero in the ex-
ression for tug and hawser angles. The sign of each is limited
along with the limit on tug and hawser angles� to guarantee that
he tug and hawser lines are always in tension.

The possibility of multiple equilibrium positions exists because
he state equations are nonlinear in x �see Sec. 2.2.1�. Use of
perational limits on the variables reduces the number of potential
quilibrium positions. It also eliminates a number of unstable po-
itions of the DICAS �see Ref. �5��. Problem 1 is nonconvex and
as multiple local solutions for each set of vessel and environmen-
al parameters. Various loading conditions �FPSO and tanker
raft� will also give rise to different local minima because the
nvironmental loads are a function of the draft. It is important to
btain a reasonable guess to the solution because that will affect
he local optima obtained as a solution. Use of various starting
olutions may be useful to study the quality and number of local
ptima. Finally, the inequality constraints in Problem 1 may be
ecast to an equivalent form so that the equations are less nonlin-
ar �e.g., see Ref. �12�, Chap. 7�. This step may make the optimi-
ation more efficient since the constraints are linearized during the
olution iterations.

Solution of Problem 1 can be done using software for con-
trained optimization �e.g., see Ref. �12��. An efficient second
rder method such as a sequential quadratic programming �SQP�
r an interior point method is most suitable, since derivatives of
he objective and constraints are readily available. Partial deriva-
ives of various functions in the formulation are given in Appen-
ix A.2 for reference. In general, optimization algorithms require
rst derivatives �gradients� of the objective function and con-
traint equations. Second derivatives of the objective function are
ot necessarily required, since secant approximations can be eas-
ly obtained.

2.1 Equilibrium and Feasibility. We study local equilibrium
y considering free bodies of the FPSO and tanker. Forces on the
PSO include the environmental loads, hawser force, and the
ooring reactions �see Fig. 4�a��. Equilibrium of the FPSO is

Fig. 4 Free body equili
efined by

21603-4 / Vol. 131, MAY 2009
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�
FxeF�x� + Fh�x�cos��hF�x��
FyeF�x� + Fh�x�sin��hF�x��

NzeF�x� +
1

2
lpbFFh�x�sin��hF�x�� � = �Fxm�x�

Fym�x�
Nzm�x�

�
where lbpF is the FPSO length.

FxeF, FyeF, and NzeF are the net FPSO environmental loads,

�Fxm�x�
Fym�x�
Nzm�x�

� = KF� �x

�y

��F
�

KF is the 3	3 linearized mooring stiffness matrix.
Forces on the tanker include the environmental loads, hawser

force, and tug force �see Fig. 4�b��. Equilibrium of the tanker is
defined by

�
FxeT�x� + FxT + Fxh

FyeT�x� + FyT + Fyh

NzeT�x� −
1

2
lbpTFyT +

1

2
lbpTFyh

� = �0

0

0
�

where lbpT is the tanker length. FxeT, FyeT, and NzeT are the net
tanker environmental loads.

After grouping the FPSO and tanker equilibrium equations into
six system equations and subtracting the right hand sides, the
resulting state equations are obtained:

c�x� = �
FxeT�x� + Fxt + Fxh

FyeT�x� + Fyt + Fyh

NzeT�x� −
1

2
lbpTFyt +

1

2
lbpTFyh

FxeF�x� + Fh�x�cos��hF�x�� − Fxm�x�
FyeF�x� + Fh�x�sin��hF�x�� − Fym�x�

NzeF�x� +
1

lbpFFh�x�sin��hF�x�� − Nzm�x�
� �2�

m of tanker and FPSO
2
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2.2 Environmental Loads. The environmental loads due to
ind, current, and waves �swell and local waves� are estimated
sing various conventional means. The wind and current loads are
alculated using OCIMF �10� coefficients derived for VLCCs. The
ave forces are calculated using a similar scheme with precalcu-

ated force coefficients. These were derived in advance using a
nite panel method and wave diffraction analysis �e.g., see Ref.
9�� for vessels of comparable size and hydrodynamic properties.
ppendix A.1 describes the procedure in more detail.
The net loads are the sum of contributions from wind, current,

well, and local waves. Each depends on the relative heading be-
ween the vessel and the predominant direction of the environ-

ental load. Since the environmental load parameters �speed, sig-
ificant wave height, heading, etc.� are fixed in the optimization
roblem, the net environmental loads depend only on the relative
eading, or more generally the FPSO or tanker heading. In each
ase, the forces have been discretized at relative headings for a
0 deg interval, 0,10,20,…,360. Since the environmental loads are
eriodic �with period 2
�, F�0�=F�360� for each. For headings in
etween the discrete values, the loads are approximated using
inear or cubic spline interpolation. It has been shown �12� that the
se of cubic splines results in a smoother problem requiring fewer
terations of the optimization algorithm.

Examples and Model Validation
Model test data of a compliant moored FPSO with a shuttle

anker �11� are used to verify the calculation of environmental
oads and mean equilibrium positions using the proposed static,
inear model. Model test verification is an important step in vali-
ating the optimization results; however, this is not a rigorous
pproach. We seek only to show that the model reproduces trends
n the experimental data, without excessive error. In order to prove
onvergence to the “true optimal solution,” it is necessary to use a
odel management framework and validate the simplified model
ith a high-fidelity physics model �see Ref. �6� and also Ref.

13��. Again, it is desirable to avoid expensive simulations, so that
large number of problems can be solved with a reasonable de-

ree of accuracy.
The benchmark study was conducted on 1:104 scale models of

he vessels in a 30	20 m2 wave tank. Swells were generated with
hydraulically driven flap wavemaker system. Current was gen-

rated by an underwater array of nozzles. Wind and local waves
ere generated by three fans mounted along the edge of the basin.
ll environmental loads �see also Appendix A.1� applied to the
PSO and tanker assume a 1 year return period:

• wind, Vw=13 m /s
• current, Vc=0.8 m /s
• swell, Hss=3.14 m, Tps=15.7 s
• local waves, Hsa=1.4 m, Tpa=5.0 s

oth the FPSO and tanker were based on a �full size� 300,000
WT vessel with length of 332 m, breadth of 52.6 m, depth of3 of
8.0 m, draft �ballast� of 9.36 m, and draft �full� of 20.8 m. The
uperstructure wind areas were assumed equal to zero. The con-
guration in the testing was bow-to-stern tandem offloading so

hat the local axis system of the tanker is offset by 180 deg.
The specifics of the mooring line stiffness are not given in the

aper, but a compliant system was used, which allowed yaw of the
PSO up to 55 deg. The analysis assumes an uncoupled mooring
tiffness with

3The depth is not reported by Codiglia et al. �11�, but the value given here is a

ypical value for VLCCs and is consistent with the results.

ournal of Offshore Mechanics and Arctic Engineering
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KF = �10 tf/m 0 0

0 10 tf/m 0

0 0 100 tf m/deg
�

which produces stiff lateral springs, and a relatively flexible rota-
tional spring. Operational limits imposed were

rmax = 10,000 m

�F max = 55 deg, �T max = 45 deg

Fh min = 1 tf, Fh max = 100 tf

�t max = 85 deg, �h max = 85 deg

Because of insufficient information to properly define the lateral
springs, a large watch circle radius was taken �10,000 m� to avoid
invalid solutions with active surge and sway constraints.

This analysis attempts to show that the tanker equilibrium po-
sition and hawser force are consistent with the model test results.
The experimental and optimal results are compared for the hawser
force �Fig. 5�a�� and the tanker yaw �Fig. 5�b��. Several redundant
cases were omitted from the figures for simplicity. Additionally,
all of the beam-on sea cases were omitted because a stern line was
used to control the motions of the tanker, and no information was
made available about the nature of the force in the line. FPSO

Fig. 5 Comparison of model tests †11‡ with optimal solution
motion data were not compared as mean values were not reported

MAY 2009, Vol. 131 / 021603-5
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n the study. Also, since the mooring line stiffness was not re-
orted, the mooring line forces and lateral displacements of the
anker and FPSO were not compared.

The agreement is good for hawser force with the trend being
eproduced well. With the exception of Test No. 1014, the trend of
he tanker yaw is in good agreement as well. This particular case
as reportedly head-on seas, so that the optimal 0 deg yaw is

onsistent with the environmental parameters. Overall, only a

ig. 6 Optimal equilibrium configuration of Test No. 1059 Co-
iglia et al. †11‡

able 1 Optimal solution of Test No. 1059 of Codiglia et al. †11‡

Variable Optimal value

�x −3.1 m
�y 14 m

��F 25 deg
�T 160 deg
Fxt 0 tf
Fyt 0 tf
Fxh 26 tf
Fyh 6.3 tf

Table 2 Optimal environmental loads on ta
et al. †11‡

Load

Tanker

Fx
�tf�

Fy
�tf�

Wind −9.0 2.7
Current −5.2 2.3
Swell −8.7 −11
Local waves −2.4 0.58
Tug 0 0
Hawser 26 6.3
Mooring — —
21603-6 / Vol. 131, MAY 2009
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qualitative comparison of the results is possible, which was con-
sidered sufficient for the purpose of validating the simplified
physics model.

A particular case from the testing is now reproduced in detail
here for clarity. Test No. 1059 was conducted with a fully loaded
FPSO and ballasted tanker. The test gives reasonably good agree-
ment between the static, linear model and the experimental re-
sults. The mean experimental hawser force of 23 tf is about 18%
lower than the optimal value of 27 tf. The mean experimental
tanker yaw of −21 deg is about 9% larger than the optimal value
of −19 deg. The optimal equilibrium position of the tanker and
FPSO is shown in Fig. 6. The optimal solution �x*� is given in
Table 1. No tug force is shown in either the figure or table, since
the optimal solution was a zero tug force. The swell angle of
attack was due north, while the wind, current, and local waves
were at a heading of −22.5 deg. A summary of the optimal envi-
ronmental loads for the tanker and FPSO is given in Table 2.

Without the presence of a tug, the tanker must align with the
prevailing environmental loads. Figure 6 shows that the heading
of the tanker is nearly coincident with the wind, current, and local
waves, but biased slightly toward the direction of the swells. The
hawser is the only force on the tanker that offsets the environmen-
tal loads. The components Fxh and Fyh are equal to the net surge
and sway force produced by the environmental loads. The hawser
is optimally aligned so that its beam-on force component across
the tanker bow produces a righting yaw moment just equal to the
net moment from the environmental loads.

The FPSO, on the other hand, does not align directly with the
environmental loads since the mooring lines are available to pro-
vide stability. Note that the yaw angle of the FPSO is relatively
large so that some weathervaning does take place. The mooring
reactions in the x and y directions are equal to the net force on the
FPSO produced by environmental loads and the hawser. The yaw
moment from environmental loads is offset by a combination of
the hawser moment and the yawing stiffness from the mooring
lines. The large righting moment produced by the hawser explains
how the optimal heading of the FPSO came about: Although it has
not aligned with the prevailing environmental loads, the equilib-
rium position is such that the combination of both hawser force
and mooring lines provides significant stability to the FPSO.

The equilibrium of the tanker and FPSO are determined by Eq.
�2�. The other conditions for an optimal solution are seen by re-
viewing Problem 1. From the solution, it is seen that the only
active inequality constraint is Fxt�0. In practice, a constraint tol-
erance of −10−4 is used so that even though the tug force is es-
sentially zero, the x component is numerically less than zero. The
only other condition for an optimal solution is that the objective
function or Ft is minimized. Although it is possible to prove that
the solution x* given above is optimal, this is not necessary, since
clearly the lower bound on the tug force is zero.

r and FPSO for Test No. 1059 of Codiglia

FPSO

z
m�

Fx
�tf�

Fy
�tf�

Nz
�tf m�

50 −2.1 13 −540
10 2.1 88 3800
300 −4.4 6.7 790
7 −3.2 18 630

0 — — —
00 −23 13 −2200

31 −140 2500
nke

N
�tf

1
1

−1
7

10
—
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Conclusions
A formal statement of the problem for optimization of FPSO

vailability has been given. It has been proposed that by minimiz-
ng the tug �or thruster� force applied to stabilize the tanker during
ffloading, the feasibility of offloading can be determined as a
ractical matter when the tug force is within economical limits.
he primary factor affecting availability is the prevailing environ-
ental loads, but by varying design parameters such as the FPSO

eading, the effect of external loads may be reduced. Additionally,
perational limitations on the offloading must be imposed, further
ffecting availability. These are quantified by using constraints, or
ounds on certain parameters such as the relative heading between
he FPSO and tanker.

By stating the question of availability as a constrained optimi-
ation problem, the equilibrium of the system �FPSO and tanker�
s connected directly to the problem via a set of equality con-
traints. The dependency of environmental loads on the vessel
eading makes essential the integrated method of solving for equi-
ibriums while minimizing tug forces. It was demonstrated in Sec.

�Test No. 1059� that a particular set of vessel headings is best
uited to a given set of environmental loads, and by choosing
hese headings properly, a very small �in that case, zero� tug force
as required to stabilize the tanker.
If annual weather data are available for a particular site, the

tudy of offloading availability may be conducted by repeatedly
olving Problem 1 for each anticipated set of environmental loads
nd a rational combination of vessel loading conditions. An upper
ound on the expected availability can be easily determined
hrough such a study, helping to forecast expected production
owntime. In lieu of using site specific data, wind, current, and
ave forces for a 1 year recurrence interval can be used in simu-

ations where the headings of the environmental loads are varied
sing a Monte Carlo simulation. This type of approach may be
sed to estimate mean availability as well as upper and lower
ounds with certain confidence.
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ppendix

.1 Environmental Loads
This section details the equations used to calculate environmen-

al loads based on vessel parameters and basic environmental data.
The vessel dimensions and exposed superstructure areas are

enerically referred to by the following: lbp is the length between
essel perpendiculars �m�, b is the vessel beam �m�, d is the vessel
epth �m�, f is the vessel simulation freeboard �m�, Ast is the head
n projected area of the superstructure �m2�, and Asl is the beam
n projected area of the superstructure �m2�.

Physical constants used are the following: g=9.81 m /s2 is the
cceleration of gravity, �a=1.25	10−3 tf /m3 is the specific
eight of air, �w=1.03 tf /m3 is the specific weight of seawater,

a=�a /g is the density of air, and �w=�w /g is the density of
eawater.

The wind loads �in tf� acting on a vessel at heading � are the
ollowing:

Fxw��w;Vw� =
1

2
�aVw

2 Cxw��w��bf + Ast�

Fyw��w;Vw� =
1

�aVw
2 Cyw��w��lbpf + Asl�
2
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Nzw��w;Vw� =
1

2
�aVw

2 Czw��w�lbp�lbpf + Asl�

where �w=w−� is the relative wind heading, w is the absolute
wind heading, Vw is the wind speed �m/s�, and Cxw, Cyw, and Czw
are OCIMF �10� wind force coefficients.

The current loads �in tf� acting on a vessel at heading � are the
following:

Fxc��c;Vc� =
1

2
�wVc

2Cxc��c�b�d − f�

Fyc��c;Vc� =
1

2
�wVc

2Cyc��c�lbp�d − f�

Nzc��c;Vc� =
1

2
�wVc

2Czc��c�lbp
2 �d − f�

where �c=c−� is the relative current heading, c is the abso-
lute current heading, Vw is the current speed �m/s�, and Cxc, Cyc,
and Czc are OCIMF �10� current force coefficients.

For swell and local waves, drift force coefficients Cxd, Cyd, and
Czd are estimated in advance by simulation using wave diffraction
analysis in WAMIT® for reference periods, 0.5�T�20 s and rela-
tive headings, 0 deg���360 deg.

For swell, a Gaussian spectrum is assumed. For a reference
period, T:

Ss�T;Hss,Tps,�� = 	Hss

4

2 Tps

��2

exp�−

�Tps/T − 1�2

2�2 �
where Hss is the significant wave height of swells, Tps is the peak
period of swells, and � is the coefficient of variation, taken as 0.1.

The swell loads �in tf� acting on a vessel at heading � are the
following:

Fxs��s� = �wb
0

�
1

T2Ss�T;Hss,Tps,��Cxd�T,�s�dT

Fys��s� = �wlbp
0

�
1

T2Ss�T;Hss,Tps�Cyd�T,�s�dT

Nzs��s� = �wlbp
2 

0

�
1

T2Ss�T;Hss,Tps�Czd�T,�s�dT

where �s=s−� is the relative swell heading and s is the ab-
solute swell heading.

For local waves, a JONSWAP spectrum is assumed. For a ref-
erence period, T:

Sa = �T;Hsa,Tpa,�,�,�� = 5�	Hsa

4

2

T	 T

Tpa

4

exp�−
5

4
	 T

Tpa

4�� r

where Hsa is the significant wave height of local wave, Tpa is the
peak period of local wave, and

r = exp�−
�Tpa/T − 1�2

2�2 �
The coefficient of variation is taken as

� = �0.07 Tpa � T

0.09 Tpa � T
�

� is a peak enhancement factor, taken as 3.3, and � is a normal-
ization factor, taken as 0.656.

The local wave loads �in tf� acting on a vessel at heading � are

the following:
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Fxa��a� = �wb
0

�
1

T2Sa�T;Hsa,Tpa�Cxd�T,�a�dT

Fya��a� = �wlbp
0

�
1

T2Sa�T;Hsa,Tpa�Cyd�T,�a�dT

Nza��a� = �wlbp
2 

0

�
1

T2Sa�T;Hsa,Tpa�Czd�T,�a�dT

here �a=a−� is the relative local wave heading and a is the
bsolute local wave heading.

Note that in all cases, force coefficients Cxx, Cyx, and Czx are
djusted for the simulation freeboard.

.2 Derivatives of the Objective and Constraint Func-
ions

This section gives the gradients of the equations in the offload-
ng optimization problem. The gradient of a multivariate function
f: IRn→ IR is given by

�f = �
�f/�x1

�f/�x2

]

�f/�xi

]

�f/�xn

�
here �f /�xi is the partial derivatives of f with respect to xi.
Partial derivatives, when nonzero, are given below for all func-

ions in the formulation depending on x �see Problem 1 and Eq.
2��.

A.2.1 Objective Function

Ft�x� = �Fxt
2 + Fyt

2

�Ft

�Fxt
=

Fxt

Ft

�Ft

�Fyt
=

Fyt

Ft

A.2.2 Miscellaneous Constraint Functions

��x� = ��x2 + �y2

��

��x
=

�x

�

��

��y
=

�y

�

�F�x� = �F0 + ��F

��F

���F
= 1

Fh�x� = �Fxh
2 + Fyh

2

�Fh

�Fxh
=

Fxh

Fh

�Fh

�Fyh
=

Fyh

Fh

�t�x� = tan−1	Fyt

Fxt



��t

�Fxt
= −

Fyt

Ft
2

��t

�Fyt
=

Fxt

Ft
2

�hT�x� = tan−1	Fyh


Fxh
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��hT

�Fxh
= −

Fyh

Fh
2

��hT

�Fyh
=

Fxh

Fh
2

�Fxm�x�
Fym�x�
Nzm�x�

� = KF� �x

�y

��F
�

��Fxm/��x �Fxm/��y �Fxm/���F

�Fym/��x �Fym/��y �Fym/���F

�Nzm/��x �Nzm/��y �Nzm/���F
� = KF

A.2.3 Environmental Load Functions. Suppose the relative
heading between a vessel and a particular environmental load is �,
where ��x�=−��x�,  is the absolute heading of the environ-
mental load, ��x� is the heading of the vessel, and �i���x�
��i+1.

Then, F���x��=����x�−�i�3+����x�−�i�2+����x�−�i�+��,
where �, �, and � are polynomial interpolating coefficients.

The coefficients are chosen so that the polynomial interpolates
the environmental load function exactly at �i and �i+1. If higher
order polynomials are used, the remaining coefficients are chosen
to provide continuity of the derivatives of the interpolating poly-
nomial. In general, the nonzero partial derivatives of the environ-
mental loads are of the form

�F

��
=

dF

d�

��

��

where

dF

d�
= 3����x� − �i�2 + 2����x� − �i� + �

��

��
= − 1

The gradient of the net environmental load is the sum of the
gradients of loads from wind, current, swell, and local waves.
Other complex gradients can be derived from those given above.

A.2.4 Miscellaneous Constraint Functions

�T�x� = �T − �F�x� − 180

��T = ��T − ��F

�hF�x� = �T − 180 − �F�x� + �hT�x�

��hF = ��T − ��F + ��hT

A.2.5 Equilibrium Constraints

c�x� = �
FxeT�x� + Fxt + Fxh

FyeT�x� + Fyt + Fyh

NzeT�x� −
1

2
lbpTFyt +

1

2
lbpTFyh

FxeF�x� + Fh�x�cos��hF�x�� − Fxm�x�
FyeF�x� + Fh�x�sin��hF�x�� − Fym�x�

NzeF�x� +
1

2
lbpFFh�x�sin��hF�x�� − Nzm�x�

�
�c1 = �FxeT + �Fxt + �Fxh

�c2 = �FyeT + �Fyt + �Fyh

�c3 = �NzeT −
1

lbpT � Fyt +
1

lbpT � Fyh
2 2
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�c4 = �FxeF − Fh sin �hF � �hF + cos �hF � Fh − �Fxm

�c5 = �FyeF + Fh cos �hF � �hF + sin �hF � Fh − �Fym

�c6 = �NzeF +
1

2
lbpF�Fh cos �hF � �hF + sin �hF � Fh� − �Nzm
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